
scarlett2angel: smiles rolls over onto my back letting my hair flow over the bar as my legs 
kick up into the air then lets my head turn to look at D r a z  

scarlett2angel: ty smiles and slips off the bar to enjoy my drink  
D r a z: winks at   scarlett   
scarlett2angel: winks at D r a z as i spin around on the bar stool as i sip the cool liquid mmm 

this is good 
Mythose: *slips into the comfy chair near the window*  
scarlett2angel: spins back around stands and starts to move my hips to this smiles at D r a z 

as i enjoy my Forbidden Love lets my hair down while my small top sldes up my tummy 
and rocks my shoulders to the beat  

D r a z: grins watching scarlett     
scarlett2angel: looks into the mirror as my shoulders shimmy side to side making my top 
move and lets my hips sway side to side i see the mood here hasn't changed  

D r a z: nice moves scarlett 
shy blue eyed t bear: smiles 
D r a z:  watches as  scarlett   wriggles and shakes  

shy blue eyed t bear: agrees....nice moves 
scarlett2angel: jups up onto the bar stoll on my knees rocking the top half of my body to the 
beat as my hair flys back and forth winks at bear in the mirror and looks around the room 

at all the changes  
Mythose: *watches her moves to.*  
shy blue eyed t bear: winks...back to scarlett 

scarlett2angel: jumps down and dances around rocking my hips as my fingers snap to this 
while moving around to see who asleep  
scarlett2angel: hello shyla  

scarlett2angel: spins around the dance floor letting my hair flow down my back and rolls my 
hips in circles  
scarlett2angel: smiles ay bear as i twirl around letting my top and skirt move with my hips 

an bumps hips with who ever is standing  
D r a z:  walks along to  chatguys seat 

scarlett2angel: grabs a peice of ice from a left over drink on a table smiles and rubs it over 
my lips an down my neck as i move around the dance floor letting it make a wet trail on 
my tanned skin  

scarlett2angel: smiles at shyla as the ice drips and melts as my fingers move it between my 
tits letting it roll over my nipples and down my tummy while i move around the room  
shyla_24: *watches the drips flow down, looking up into her eyes smiling softly* 

scarlett2angel: wets my lips with the tip of my tongue as i dance by merlin lets the ice slip 
down my tummy and vanish under my skirt spins around and moves back to the bar  
D r a z: slides  scarlett  her  forbidden love back 

scarlett2angel: hops up onto the bar smiles at the room grabs a bottle of water twists the 
cap raises it to my lips smiles an tilts my head back letting the cold water flow down my 
neck between my breats and makes a puddle on the bar between my legs  

scarlett2angel: sorry about the mess D r a z  
shy blue eyed t bear: rolls...tongue back into mouth 
D r a z: watches  the trail of water ...........the sight is worth it 

Kneel Diamond: Scarletts going to need someone just to clean up her messes, lol  
scarlett2angel: wiggles on the bar a s the ice cold water makes my nipples show through my 

top smiles and leans back so they standout more while my white top clings to my wet 
body an rolls my hips to this  
merlin300_1: watches in amazement  

scarlett2angel: grabs a beer bottle and uses it like a mic presses it to my lips and sing as i 
move on the bar  
D r a z: straightens my tie looking at scralett 

merlin300_1: grabs a seat cushion for my lap  
scarlett2angel: winks an rolls onto my knees on the bar lets my hips sway to the beat an 
sings into the beer bottle  

Mythose: I think she will have many voulonteers f or that kneel  



shy blue eyed t bear: thinks....mmmmm mmmmm 
D r a z: smies a good  rhumba  beat  for scarlett  

scarlett2angel: looks around the room as the tip of m y pink tongue rolls around the bottles 
neck as m y lips part and slip around it an slips it between my lips letting my tongue 
move it around 

shy blue eyed t bear: wipes forehead 
blonde_genius: with my luck I'd hit the back patio door on my way out because its locked 
and be knocked out cold, naked and unconscious 

scarlett2angel: smiles and lays back on my back bends my legs so my feet are flat on the bar 
rocks my hips to this as the beer bottle moves around in mouth  

D r a z:  smiles ..tip her merlin 
scarlett2angel: winks at merln as the bottle moves around puffing my cheeks out while i 
clap to this  

merlin300_1: woo hoo  
scarlett2angel: lets the neck of the bottle slide up and down my throath without touching it 
with my fingers  

scarlett2angel: winks as m y hips thrust up and down letting my ass shine the bar as it 
wiggles  
scarlett2angel: curls my tongue as it slips into the bottle sits up moves the bottle around 

and around in my small mouth still not touching it with my fingers  
scarlett2angel: swings my head to this not letting the bottle slip from my mouth and looks at 
all the dead men still here 

scarlett2angel: drops the bottle onto the bar  
alchemicsoul-DJ: hey shy 
D r a z:  evening soul ............ slides him a macallan   

scarlett2angel: slips off the bar smiles and kisses your cheek nice to see an old face  

 


